
What’s Yours Is Mine: How Employees are
Putting Your IP at Risk
Executive Summary

Overview: Data Loss Prevention

A new study by Symantec reveals that employees steal corporate data and do not believe that it is wrong. The findings show

that everyday employees' attitudes and beliefs about intellectual property (IP) theft are at odds with the vast majority of

company policies. The survey – conducted by Ponemon Institute, an independent data privacy research firm – examined the

problem of information theft in the workplace.

Half of employees who left or lost

their jobs in the past 12 months

kept confidential corporate data,

and 40 percent plan to use it in

their new jobs.

Some of the key findings from the research include:

• Half of employees who left or lost their jobs in the past 12 months kept

confidential corporate data, and 40 percent plan to use it in their new jobs.

• Most employees do not believe using competitive data taken from a previous

employer is wrong. Fifty-six percent of employees do not believe it is a crime to use

a competitor's confidential business information, which puts their current employers at risk as unwitting recipients of stolen

IP.

• Organizations are failing to create a culture of security. Only 38 percent of employees say their manager views data

protection as a business priority, and less than half say their organization takes action when employees take sensitive

information against company policy

The white paper concludes with actionable recommendations for organizations that are concerned with the risk of intellectual

property theft:

• Ensure employee education: Organizations need to let their employees know that taking confidential information is wrong.

IP theft awareness should be integral to security awareness training.

• Enforce non-disclosure agreements (NDAs): Include stronger, more specific language in employment agreements and ensure

exit interviews include focused conversations around employees' continued responsibility to protect confidential

information and return all company information and property (wherever stored).

• Use monitoring technology: Implement a data protection policy that monitors inappropriate use of IP and automatically

notifies employees of violations, which increases security awareness and deters theft.

To download the full report, please visit: go.symantec.com/DLP
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